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BLOW UPS AND BASE CHANGES OF SYMMETRIC POWERS AND
CHOW GROUPS
KALYAN BANERJEE
ABSTRACT. Let SymmX denote them-th symmetric power of a smooth
projective curve X . Let ãSymmX be the blow up of SymmX along some
non-singular subvariety. In this note we are going to discuss when the
pushforward homomorphism induced by the natural morphism fromãSymmX to SymnX is injective at the level of Chow groups for m ≤ n.
Also we are going to prove that base changes of embeddings of one
symmetric power into another, with respect to embeddings induces
an injection at the level of Chow groups.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the paper by [Co] the injectivity of the push-forwardhomomorphism
at the level of Chow groups, induced by the closed embedding of one
symmetric power of a smooth projective curve into another had been
proved. In the paper [BI], the techniques developed in [Co] has been gen-
eralised to answer similar injectivity question at the level of higher Chow
groups, induced by the closed embedding of one symmetric power of a
curve into another. Then in [BAN] a generalisation says that the same in-
jectivity holds at the level of Chow groups for symmetric powers of higher
dimensional varieties.
In this paper our aim is to address the following questions. Let us con-
sider the closed embedding of one symmetric power of a fixed projec-
tive curve into another higher dimensional symmetric power of the same
projective curve. Say we have SymmX embedded inside SymnX . Let Z
be a smooth subvariety of SymmX intersecting Symm−1X transversally.
Then we blow up SymmX along Z , let ãSymmX denote the blow up. Then
we prove that the natural morphism from ãSymmX to SymnX induces an
injective push-forward homomorphism at the level of Chow groups of
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zero cycles with the assumption that CH0(
ãSymm−1X )→ CH0(SymnX ) is
injective, where ãSymm−1X is the strict transform of Symm−1X under this
blow-up.
Let Z be a smooth subvariety intersecting a copy of Symm−1X transver-
sally in SymmX . Let pi−1(Z ) = E. Let ãSymm−1X is the strict transform
of Symm−1X under this blow-up. Also assume that CH0(
ãSymm−1X ) →
CH0(Sym
nX ) is injective. Then pi∗ from CH0(ãSymmX ) to CH0(SymnX ) is
injective.
The technique is to follow the Collino’s technique in [Co] to prove the
injectivity of the push-forward induced by the closed embedding SymmC
into SymnC , whereC is a smooth projective. There is a natural correspon-
dence on SymnC ×SymmC induced by the graph of the projection from
Cn → Cm . This correspondence reduces everything to chase a commu-
tative diagramwhere the rows are the localisation exact sequences at the
level of Chow groups, which gives the required result. It is worthwhile to
mention that the method involved in the proof can also be performed in
the set up when we consider the group of algebraic cycles modulo alge-
braic equivalence on symmetric powers.
In the next section we try to understand the Collino’s technique for
base change of symmetric powers of curves. We prove that if we have
an open or closed immersion of algebraic schemes, then the embedding
for base change of symmetric powers induces an injection at the level of
Chow groups. In [BI] we did the same for algebraic cycles modulo alge-
braic equivalence but still we present this theorem here to understand
whenwe have base changewith respect tomorphismswhich are not em-
beddings. Further we consider the projective varieties Y and a group G
acting on Y , and consider the base change of symmetric powers with re-
spect to the natural morphism from Y to Y /G . We prove that the push-
forward from CH∗
(
SymmX×Y /GY
G
)
Q
to CH∗
(
SymnX×Y /GY
G
)
Q
is injective. The
main result is as follows:
Let G be a finite group acting on Y and we have a fiber square. Suppose
that we have amorphism from SymnX to Y /G. Suppose that SymiX ×Y /G
Y is smooth . Then the embedding SymmX ×Y /G Y into Sym
nX ×Y /G Y
induces injective push-forward homomorphism fromCH∗
(
SymmX×Y /GY
G
)
Q
2
into CH∗
(
SymnX×Y /GY
G
)
Q
(or we can resolve the singularities and consider
the statement on the resolution of singularities).
In the third section we understand the case when we have a branched
cover of a smooth projective curve by another smooth projective curve.
That is we ask what is the kernel of the push-forward homomorphism
at the level of Chow groups of symmetric powers, induced by the finite
morphismC ′→C of smooth projective curves. Suppose that the covering
is i : 1 and the cyclic groupZi acts onC
′ (hereZi is the finite groupZ/iZ).
Then the natural homomorphism from CH∗(Sym
mC )Zi to CH∗(Sym
nC )
has only torsion elements in the kernel . The main result is as follows.
Elements of the kernel of the push-forward fromCH∗(Sym
mC ′)Zi to CH∗(Sym
nC )
are torsion.
In the last section we consider a non-singular closed subscheme E in-
side some SymmC (C is a smooth projective curve) and prove that the
closed embeddingE→ SymmC → SymnC induces an injective push-forward
homomorphismat the level of Chowgroups. In particular the push-forward
CH∗(E )→CH∗(Sym
mC ) is injective.
Let E be a non-singular closed subscheme in SymmC, such that its in-
tersections with SymlC for all l <m inside SymmC are non-singular. Then
the closed embedding of E into SymnC for m ≤ n induces a push-forward
homomorphism at the level of Chow groups which has torsion kernel.
Acknowledgements:The author would like to thank the ISF-UGC project for
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We assume that the ground field is algebraically closed and of characteristic
zero.
2. BLOW UP OF SYMMETRIC POWERS AND CHOW GROUPS
Let X be a projective curve. Consider a smooth subvariety Z inside
SymmX and blow up SymmX along Z . Call it ãSymmX (it is smooth). We
have natural morphism pi from ãSymmX to SymnX , given by the compo-
sition ãSymmX → SymmX and SymmX → SymnX , where the later mor-
phism is
[x1, · · · ,xm] 7→ [x1, · · · ,xm ,p, · · · ,p] ,
p is a fixed point in X . We would like to investigate when pi∗ is injective.
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Proposition 2.1. Let Z be a smooth subvariety intersecting a copy of Symm−1X
transversally in SymmX . Let pi−1(Z ) = E. Let ãSymm−1X is the strict trans-
formof Symm−1X under this blow-up. Also assume that CH0(
ãSymm−1X )→
CH0(Sym
nX ) is injective. Then pi∗ from CH0(ãSymmX ) to CH0(SymnX ) is
injective.
Proof. Our approach is to follow that approach of Collino as presented in
[Co] to prove that the closed embedding of SymmX into SymnX induces
an injective push-forward homomorphism at the level of Chow groups.
So first we consider the correspondence
Γ=pin ×pim(Graph(prn,m))
where prn,m is the projectionmorphism from X
n to Xm andpii is the nat-
ural morphism from X i to SymiX . Let f be the morphism from ãSymmX
to SymmX . Let Γ′ be equal to (id× f )∗(Γ) supportedon SymnX ×ãSymmX .
As a first step we prove the following.
Lemma 2.2. The homomorphism Γ′∗ ◦pi∗ is induced by (pi× id)
∗
Γ
′.
Proof. By definition
Γ
′
∗ ◦pi∗(V )= pr ãSymmX∗(pi∗(V )× ãSymmX .Γ′)
which can be written as
pr ãSymmX∗((pi∗× id∗)(V × ãSymmX ).Γ′) .
By the projection formula that is equal to
pr ãSymmX∗(pi∗× id∗)((V × ãSymmX ).(pi× id)∗Γ′)
which is nothing but
pr ãSymmX∗((V × ãSymmX ).(pi× id)∗Γ′) .
So the homomorphism Γ′∗ ◦pi∗ is induced by (pi× id)
∗
Γ
′. 
Now consider the following commutative diagram.
ãSymmX × ãSymmX
f × f

pi×id
// SymnX × ãSymmX
id× f

SymmX ×SymmX
i×id
// SymnX ×SymmX
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Here i is the closed embedding of SymmX into SymnX . So we have
(id × f )◦ (pi× id)= (i × id)◦ ( f × f )
so we get that
(pi× id)∗(id × f )∗Γ= ( f × f )∗(i × id)∗Γ
but we know by [Co] that
(i × id)∗Γ=∆+D
where∆ is the diagonal of SymmX×SymmX andD is supported on SymmX×
Symm−1X . Therefore
( f × f )∗(∆+D)= ( f × f )∗∆+ ( f × f )∗D‘ .
Now
( f × f )−1(∆)= {(x, y)| f (x)= f (y)}=∆ãSymmX ∪V
where V is supported on E ×E . Since f is birational we will have
( f × f )∗(∆)=∆ãSymmX +dV
let
( f × f )∗(D)=D ′
where D ′ is supported on pi−1(ãSymmX )× ãSymm−1X , where ãSymm−1X is
the strict transform of Symm−1X under the blow-up. Let âX0(m) be
ãSymmX \ ( ãSymm−1X
let ρ denote the embedding ofâX0(m) into ãSymmX . Then byChowmoving
lemmawe can take the support of a zero cycle away from E and we have
ρ
∗(Γ′∗ ◦pi∗(z))= ρ
∗(pr ãSymmX∗(z× ãSymmX ).(pi× id)∗Γ′)
that is equal to, by the previous calculation
ρ
∗(pr ãSymmX∗(V × ãSymmX ).(∆ãSymmX +E +D ′))
which is
ρ
∗(Z +Z1)
where Z1 is supported on the union
ãSymm−1X . Since ρ∗(Z1) = 0 we get
that
ρ
∗
Γ
′
∗pi∗ = ρ
∗ .
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Now consider the following commutative diagram.
CH0( ãSymm−1X ) j∗ //

CH0(ãSymmX ) ρ
∗
0
//
pi∗

CH0(X0(m))

CH0(
ãSymm−1X ) j ′∗ // CH0(SymnX ) // CH0(U )
U is the complement of A in SymnX . Suppose that
pi∗(z)= 0
then by the above we get that
ρ
∗(Γ′∗pi∗(z))= ρ
∗(z)= 0 .
So by the exactness of the first row we get that there exists z ′ such that
j∗(z
′)= z .
by the commutativity of the previous rectangle it follows that
j ′∗(z
′)= 0 .
Now by the assumption we have blown up Symm−1X , along its inter-
section with Z , so we get that, therefore by the assumption we have that
CH0(
ãSymm−1X )→CH0(SymnX )
is injective. Then it would follow that z ′ = 0 and hence z = 0. So pi∗ is
injective.

Corollary 2.3. Let Z be a closed point on SymmX which is not in Symm−1X .
Let ãSymmX be the blow-up along Z . Then pi∗ from CH0( ãSymm(X )) to
CH0(Sym
nX ) is injective.
Proof. The proof follows from observing the fact that when we blow up
along the point, Symm−1X remains unchanged. So we have the injectiv-
ity of CH0(
ãSymm−1X )→ CH0(SymnX ). Then the proof follows from the
previous proposition 2.1. 
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3. BASE CHANGE OF SYMMETRIC POWERS
In this section we are going to prove that if we consider a Cartesian
square
SymnX ×Z Y

// Y

SymnX // Z
whereY → Z is an embedding then the inclusion SymmX×ZY to Sym
nX×Z
Y induces an injective push-forward homomorphismat the level of Chow
groups (such a similar result is proved in [BI] considering the group of al-
gebraic cycles modulo algebraic equivalence. We present the proof here
modulo rational equivalence to discuss further implications of it and for
further computations).
Proposition 3.1. Let j denote the embedding of SymmX×ZY to Sym
nX×Z
Y for m ≤ n. Assume that the fiber products (SymiX ×Z Y ) are smooth for
all i . Then j∗ is injective at the level of Chow groups.
Proof. Let i be the embedding of SymmX → SymnX , wherem ≤ n. Let j
denote the embedding of SymmX×ZY → Sym
nX×ZY . LetΓbe as before,
Γ=pin×pin(Graph(prn,m))
where prn,m is the projection from X
n to Xm . pii is the natural mor-
phism from X i to SymiX . Let pi denote the projection morphism from
(SymnX ×Z Y )× (Sym
mX ×Z Y )→ Sym
nX ×SymmX . Then consider the
correspondence
pi
∗(Γ)= Γ′
supported on (SymnX ×Z Y )× (Sym
mX ×Z Y ). Arguing as in 2.2 in the
previous section we can prove that Γ′∗ j∗ is induced by ( j × id)
∗
Γ
′, which
is equal to ( j × id)∗pi∗Γ = (pi ◦ ( j × id))∗Γ. Now we have the following
commutative diagram.
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SymmX ×Z Y ×Sym
mX ×Z Y
pi
′

j×id
// SymnX ×Z Y ×Sym
mX ×Z Y
pi

SymmX ×SymmX
i×id
// SymnX ×SymmX
So we get that
pi◦ ( j × id)= (i × id)×pi′
therefore we have that
(pi◦ ( j × id))∗Γ=pi′∗(i × id)∗Γ .
Now
(i × id)∗Γ=∆+Y1
where∆ is the diagonal in SymmX×SymmX andY1 is supported on Sym
mX×
Symm−1X . Now we compute pi′∗(∆), that is
{([x1, · · · ,xm], y)([x
′
1, · · · ,x
′
m], y
′)|[x1, · · · ,xm]= [x
′
1, · · · ,x
′
m]}
but by the definition of fibered product we have that
f ([x1, · · · ,xm])= g (y)= g (y
′)
assuming g to be an embedding we get that y = y ′. So
pi
′∗
∆=∆SymmX×Z Y .
Now
pi
′∗(Y )= {(([x1, · · · ,xm], y), ([x
′
1, · · · ,x
′
m], y
′))}
where [x′1, · · · ,x
′
m]= [y1, · · · , ym−1,p], which means that
pi
′∗Y
is supported on
(SymmX ×Z Y )× (Sym
m−1X ×Z Y ) .
So
pi
′∗(∆+Y1)=∆SymmX×Z Y +Y2
where Y2 is supported on
(SymmX ×Z Y )× (Sym
m−1X ×Y ) .
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Now consider
ρ : SymmX ×Z Y \Sym
m−1X ×Z Y → Sym
mX ×Z Y ; ,
then
ρ
∗
Γ
′
∗ j∗(V )= ρ
∗(V×SymmX×ZY .(∆SymmX×Z Y +Y2))= ρ
∗(V+V1)= ρ
∗(V ) .
Here V1 is supported on Sym
m−1X ×Z Y .
Now to prove that j∗ is injective, we apply induction on m. If m = 0,
then since Y → Z is an embedding we have Symm ×Z Y is a point. Since
SymnX ×Z Y is projective we have that the inclusion of the point into
SymnX ×Z Y induces injective j∗.
Consider the following commutative diagram,
CH∗(Symm−1X ×Z Y )
j ′∗
//

CH∗(SymmX ×Z Y )
ρ
∗
//
j∗

CH∗(X0(m))

CH∗(Symm−1X ×Z Y )
j ′′∗
// CH∗(SymnX ×Z Y ) // CH
∗(U )
Here X0(m) is the complement of Sym
m−1X ×Z Y in Sym
mX ×Z Y andU
is the complement of Symm−1X ×Z Y in Sym
nX ×Z Y .
Now suppose that
j∗(z)= 0
that will imply that
ρ
∗
Γ
′
∗ j∗(z)= 0
that is
ρ
∗(z)= 0 .
So by the exactness of the first row we get that
j ′∗(z
′)= z .
Now we have that
j∗ ◦ j
′
∗(z
′)= j ′′∗(z
′)
but by the inductionhypothesiswe have j ′′∗ is injective from Sym
m−1X×Z
Y to SymnX ×Z Y . Therefore by the commutativity we have that
j ′′∗(z
′)= 0
hence z ′ = 0 consequently z = 0. So j∗ is injective. 
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Corollary 3.2. Let Y be a closed subscheme of SymnX . Let i denote the
closed embedding of SymmX into SymnX . Consider j : Y ∩SymmX → Y
and assume that Y ∩SymiX is smooth for all i . Then j∗ is injective at the
level of Chow groups.
Proof. Follows from the previous proposition with Z = SymnX . 
Now suppose we consider a projective algebraic variety Y with an in-
volution i . Suppose we have the following cartesian square.
SymnX ×Y /i Y

// Y

SymnX // Y /i
Proposition 3.3. Let j be the inclusion of SymmX×Y /iY into Sym
nXY /iZ.
Assume that these fiber products are smooth. Then j∗ is an injection from
CH∗
(
SymmX×Y /iY
i
)
Q
to CH∗
(
SymnX×Y /iY
i
)
Q
.
Proof. The proof goes along the same line as in the previous proposition
3.1. Only difference will come in the place of
pi
′∗(∆)
that will be the union
∆SymmX×Y /iY ∪ i (∆SymmX×Y /iY )
where
i (∆SymmX×Y /iY )
is
{(([x1, · · · ,xm], y), ([x1, · · · ,xm], i (y)))} .
Now we compute i (∆SymmX×Y /iY ).V × (Sym
mX ×Y /i Y ) . Set theoretically
that is
(([x1, · · · ,xm], y), ([x
′
1, · · · ,x
′
m], y
′))
such that
[x1, · · · ,xm]= [x
′
1, · · · ,x
′
m]
and
y = i (y ′)
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therefore we denote
prSymmX×Y /iY (i (∆SymmX×Y /iY ).V ×Sym
mX ×Y /i Y )= i (V ) .
Suppose thatV is invariant under i , that is i (V )=V . Then we get that
ρ
∗
Γ
′
∗ j∗(V )= ρ
∗(V + i (V ))= 2ρ∗(V )
whereρ is the embedding of complement of Symm−1X×Y /iY into Sym
mX×Y /i
Y . Now consider the following diagram.
CH∗(Symm−1X ×Y /i Y )Q
j ′∗
//

CH∗(SymmX ×Y /i Y )Q
ρ
∗
//
j∗

CH∗(X0(m))Q

CH∗(Symm−1X ×Y /i Y )Q
j ′′∗
// CH∗(SymnX ×Y /i Y )Q // CH
∗(U )Q
Here X0(m),U are the complements of Sym
m−1X ×Y /i Y in Sym
mX ×Y /i
Y ,SymnX ×Y /i Y respectively. Then j∗(z)= 0 implies that
ρ
∗(2z)= 0
if z belongs toCH∗
(
SymmX×Y /iY
i
)
Q
. Then arguing as in 3.1 we get that 2z =
0, since we are working with Q coefficients we get that z = 0. Hence we
have that j∗ from CH∗
(
SymmX×Y /iY
i
)
Q
to CH∗
(
SymnX×Y /iY
i
)
Q
is injective.

Corollary 3.4. Let C be a smooth projective curve. Let J (C ) denote the
Jacobian of C . Consider the involution i : a 7→ −a on J (C ). Let K = J (C )/i
denote the Kummer variety associated to J (C ). Consider the following fiber
square.
SymnX ×K J (C )

// J (C )

SymnX // J (C )/i =K
Then the natural inclusionmorphism j from SymmX×K J (C ) to Sym
nX×K
J (C ) induces injective pushforward homomorphism fromCH∗
(
SymmX×K J (C )
i
)
Q
to CH∗
(
SymnX×K J (C )
i
)
Q
.
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Proof. We get it by replacing Y in the previous proposition by J (C ). 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a finite group acting on Y and we have a fiber
square
SymnX ×Y /G Y

// Y

SymnX // Y /G
Suppose that the fiber product SymiX ×Y /G Y is smooth for all i . Then
the embedding SymmX×Y /GY into Sym
nX×Y /GY induces injective push-
forward homomorphism fromCH∗
(
SymmX×Y /GY
G
)
Q
into CH∗
(
SymnX×Y /GY
G
)
Q
.
4. COLLINO’S THEOREM FOR BRANCHED COVERS OF A SMOOTH CURVE
Let C ′→C be a finite i : 1 morphism of smooth projective curves such
thatZi acts onC
′. Thenwehave the inducedmorphismSymnC ′→ SymnC .
Also we have the embedding SymmC → SymnC . Consider the compos-
ite SymmC ′ → SymmC → SymnC . In this section we are going to un-
derstand the kernel of the push-forward homomorphism at the level of
Chow groups induced by this morphism.
For that consider the correspondence onCn×C ′m given by the follow-
ing Cartesian square.
Cn×Cm C
′m

// C ′m

Cn // Cm
HereCn →Cm is the projectionmorphism. That is the correspondenceΓ′
is the pullback of theGraph of the projection. In terms of explicit formula
we have
Γ
′
= {((x1, · · · ,xn), (x
′
1, · · · ,x
′
m))|(x1, · · · ,xm)= ( f (x
′
1), · · · , f (x
′
m))}
where f is the given finitemorphism fromC ′ toC . Then consider Γ to be
(pin ×pi
′
m)(Γ
′) where pin ,pi
′
m are the quotient maps to the respective sym-
metric powers. Let us denote the morphism from SymmC ′ to SymnC by
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j . Then arguing as in 2.2 we get that Γ∗ ◦ j∗ is induced by the correspon-
dence ( j × id)∗Γ. Now we compute ( j × id)−1Γ.
So ( j × id)−1(Γ) is nothing but
{([x′1, · · · ,x
′
m][y
′
1, · · · , y
′
m])|( j × id)([x
′
1, · · · ,x
′
m][y
′
1, · · · , y
′
m]) ∈Γ} .
That would mean
( j ([x′1, · · · ,x
′
m]), [y
′
1, · · · , y
′
m]) ∈pin×pi
′
m(Γ
′) .
That implies
([ f (x′1), · · · , f (x
′
m),p, · · · ,p], [y
′
1, · · · , y
′
m]) ∈pin×pi
′
m(Γ
′)
which means that either
f (x′i )= f (y
′
i )
for all i all for some i we have f (y ′
i
) = p. Supposing that f is i : 1 we get
that
( j × id)∗(Γ)=
∑
i
di∆i +D
where ∆i is the image of the diagonal on Sym
mC ′× SymmC ′ under the
action of the group Zi andD is supported on Sym
mC ′×Symm−1C ′. Then
Γ∗ j∗(Z )= prSymmC ′∗(Z .( j × id)
∗(Γ))
is equal to
∑
i diZi +Y where Zi is nothing but
prSymmC ′∗(Z .∆i ) ,
and Y is supported on Symm−1C ′. Then let ρ be the inclusion of the com-
plement of Symm−1C ′. Then we get that
ρ
∗
Γ∗ j∗(Z )=
∑
i
diρ
∗(Zi ) .
Now consider the following commutative diagram.
CH∗(Sym
m−1C ′)
j ′∗
//

CH∗(Sym
mC ′)
ρ
∗
//
j∗

CH∗(X0(m))

CH∗(Sym
m−1C ′)
j ′′∗
// CH∗(Sym
nC ) // CH∗(U )
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Here X0(m),U are complements of Sym
m−1C ′ or its image in SymmC ′ and
SymnC respectively. Suppose that j∗(z)= 0, then by the previous compu-
tation it follows that
ρ
∗
Γ∗ j∗(z)= 0
that implies ρ∗(
∑
i di zi )= 0. Consider z to be in CH∗(Sym
m−1C ′)Zi . That
gives us that
ρ
∗(dz)= 0
so that would mean that dz = j ′∗(z
′). Now assume that by induction we
have the kernel of CH∗(Sym
m−1C ′)Zi → CH∗(Sym
nC ) is torsion. Then
that would mean that d ′z ′ = 0. That will give us dd ′z = 0. So we will get
that the following.
Theorem 4.1. Elements of the kernel of the push-forward fromCH∗(Sym
mC ′)Zi
to CH∗(Sym
nC ) are torsion.
5. CLOSED SUBSCHEME INSIDE SYMMETRIC POWERS OF A CURVE
Let E be a non-singular closed subscheme inside SymmC such that all
its intersection with SymlX for l ≤m are smooth, then we consider the
embedding of SymmC into SymnC . We want to prove that j : E → SymnC
gives rise to an injective push-forward homomorphism at the level of
Chow groups. Consider the projection from Cn toCm . Consider the cor-
respondence given by the fiber product of Cn and pi−1m (E ) over C
m. Call
this correspondence Γ′ . Then define Γ to be pin×pim(Γ
′), that will give us
a correspondence on SymnC ×E . Then by 2.2 we get that the homomor-
phism Γ∗ j∗ is induced by the cycle ( j × id)
∗(Γ). Now we compute this
cycle. So ( j × id)−1(Γ) is nothing but
{([e1, · · · ,em], [e
′
1, · · · ,e
′
m])|([e1, · · · ,em ,p · · · ,p], [e
′
1, · · · ,e
′
m]) ∈Γ} .
That wouldmean the following (e1, · · · ,p, · · · ,em) and (e1, · · · ,em ,p, · · · ,p)
are in pi−1n (E ) and (e
′
1, · · · ,e
′
m) is in the image of the projection. So we have
(e ′1, · · · ,e
′
m)= (e1, · · · ,em)
or
e ′i = p
for some i . That would mean that ( j × id)−1(Γ)=∆E ∪Y where Y is sup-
ported on Symm−1C ∩E . Arguing as in [Co] we get that
( j × id)∗(Γ)= d∆E +D
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where D is supported on Symm−1C ∩E . The chow moving lemma holds
by the assumption that E is non-singular and its intersections with all
SymlX are non-singular for all l ≤ m. Then consider ρ to be the open
immersionof the complement of Symm−1C∩E inE . SinceD is supported
on Symm−1C ∩E we get that
ρ
∗
Γ∗ j∗(Z )= ρ
∗(dZ ) .
As previous consider the diagram.
CH∗(Sym
m−1C ∩E )
j ′∗
//

CH∗(E )
ρ
∗
//
j∗

CH∗(X0(m))

CH∗(Sym
m−1C ∩E )
j ′′∗
// CH∗(Sym
nC ) // CH∗(U )
X0(m),U are complement of Sym
m−1C ∩E in E ,SymnC respectively.
Then suppose that we have
j∗(z)= 0
that gives us that
ρ
∗
Γ∗ j∗(z)= ρ
∗(dz)= 0
so there exists some z ′ such that j ′∗(z
′) = dz. But by the above diagram
we have j ′′∗(z
′)= 0. So by induction if we assume that j ′′∗ has torsion ker-
nel then we get that d ′z ′ = 0, so we have dd ′z = 0. So the kernel of the
map from CH∗(E ) → CH∗(Sym
nC ) is torsion, consequently CH∗(E ) →
CH∗(Sym
mC ) has torsion kernel.
Theorem 5.1. Let E be a non-singular closed subscheme in SymmC such
that its intersections with all SymlX for l ≤m are also non-singular. Then
the closed embedding of E into SymnC for m ≤ n induces a push-forward
homomorphism at the level of Chow groups which has torsion kernel.
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